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Dear Laura Holland,
Legislative Assistant
Office of the Honorable Senator John Cornyn
Notice: I prefer a response only on email. Please do not mail a physical letter without asking me permission
first via email unless this is regarding a matter to which by law I have to receive a letter, and if you intend to
call me please warn me ahead of time on email as I have some family members that think I shouldn't write
this email out of fear for my life but I feel it is a must for the senator to discover what is going on in ICE.
I have a major issue, a concern, a national scandal I like to report to your office regarding a matter for the
'Immigration, Refugees and Border Security' subcommittee that oversees the Immigrations and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) that is under the Department of Homeland Security (DHS).
Under ICE they have ran the investigative and policing task force known as Operation Flicker that deals with the
distribution and possession of child pornography over the Internet. This scandal may also go as far as the Internet
Crimes Against Children task force (ICAC).
Anyways first I shall bring out that there are witnesses to the misconduct brought fourth by the ICE. One of them has
a Facebook name of Kitty Wolf that is admin or organizer of the Public Support 4 Andrew Rose-Victim of FBI Flicker
Sting facebook group. She is the aunt of a nephew who was downloading mp3 music files through the Limewire
peer-to-peer file sharing network before it had an injunction but the files had likely been moved to the Gnutella and
eDonkey network. Now music tag album headers can be modified using any easily available music editing and tag
editing tools. Andrew Rose a Missouri resident discovered when he played the song he just downloaded in his media
player that it had shown a album image of naked teens. Then he thought it was some error so he tried to
redownload the same music file and got the same image so he deleted the music file. That was likely when he was
anywhere between age 16 and 17. Because a particular media player such as Windows Media Player caches the
album image of music files played and is attributed as a windows hidden file which cannot be viewed without
tinkering the folder options setting to view hidden files, even though Andrew deleted the song, the naked teen image
still resided on his computer without his knowledge. When the police showed up they took his families computers
then later arrested a minor, a 17yo while he was living out the last of his school years as a high school senior in
Missouri. He was shown no mercy, booked, and then thrown in jail until his family paid out his bail to free him. Now it
has been discovered through Kitty's and others own investigations that ICE and possibly the FBI are all involved in
the investigation against him and others in Operation Flicker.
We even suspect that ICE and the FBI is knowingly peddling child porn to minors as young as 12 years old in order
to entrap minors into becoming felon child sex offenders in order to pad their arrest and prosecution statistics in
order to make it look like they are hunting down as many pedophiles as possible when many of the pedophiles don't
even use P2P anymore and have moved onto advanced encryption techniques including I2P, FreeNet, and TOR.
Heck it was even documented in the media that Anonymous had to do hacker attacks on the pedo sites hosted on
the TOR network because the FBI wouldn't do anything while foreign law enforcement agencies have done a better
job to shut down child porn sites hosted on TOR way better then the American law enforcement which is an
embarrassment to our police since all the ICE wants to do is facilitate child porn distribution and possession so that
they can entrap many good people including Andrew Rose. That means that ICE is knowingly distributing child porn
to minors or distributes them in a way that can be easily accessible to minors with computer knowledge which
makes them felons under the child porn laws. Our teens, preteens, and young adults are being entrapped into
becoming permanent criminals with their lives ruined and is not in any way, shape, or form deterring any pedophilia
activity whatsoever.
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Operation Flicker may now be targeting people whom download music, adult porn, and possibly other legitimate
downloads with child porn embedded or included in these downloads without the downloaders knowledge as you
cannot know what is in any download until you download the file but by then it is too late. All these different people I
am finding out do not have any interest in child porn, they don't have any intent nor any history to certify a felony and
lengthy prison sentence. All they did was download something like College girls gone wild, certain music files, and
other completely legal downloads and just because it had child porn embedded or mixed in without the downloaders
knowledge nor consent they are all being targeted as if they want to go out and rape children when that is not the
case at the least. To make things worse they are all given lengthy plea bargain sentences or the prosecutor does not
give the person a trial by continuing to extend the date of appearance in court excessively. In Andrew's case he has
waited 1.5 years and has still not been given his day in court, not a pretrial, not a full trial, and is still awaiting his trial
under bail restrictions. The trial was suppose to be in July but the D.A. Robert E. Parks(Missouri attorney) in his
case has moved the date again to August 8. His aunt can't even remember the full number of times the D.A. has
rescheduled the court date for his nephew.
So the purpose of this email is that I, and by petition which will include others across the country whom may all be
victims of Operation Flicker, is calling for a Congressional inquiry or hearing on ICE and the agents in charge of
Operation Flicker and that subpoenas be issued demanding that ICE turn over all their documents, email records,
computers, and even child porn sharing servers over to Congressional investigators so that you and the other
members of the subcommittee and even the full committee can determine certain factors. Those factors are whether
any of the agents of the ICE's Operation Flicker have violated any federal laws or violated their suspects
Constitutional rights under the color of law, whether they have preformed their duties correctly as what was
mandated by Congress and by law, and whether as a result of the victimization of people by Operation Flicker if
there needs to be any legislative changes in law or in these government agencies in the way they handle their
operations.
I am sure Andrew and his lawyer will be happy to testify before your subcommittee and plus his aunt has been in
contact with others whom were set up with child pornography and these were also minors likely as young as 12
years old and that she could request to those she got in contact with to also testify or submit an affidavit before the
subcommittee giving them probable cause and a reason to raid and subpoena the Immigrations and Customs
Enforcement Operation Flicker division or section, Not just that but the fact that these agents should be questioned
on why they are adding child porn to music files, movie files, adult films, adult photos, and possibly even software
shares. How is it effective to catch child predators by adding child porn to music files then tracking who downloads
the music files? Gosh if anyone can start planting child porn in or with music files, then every P2P file-sharer or even
file-downloader ever online will be prosecuted as a child pornographer by the year 2020.
There needs to be a full inquiry as ICE is out of control, violating federal and state laws, and has openly intimidated
and bulled people whom aren't even pedophiles and have no interest in acquiring child pornography.
Of course the ICAC is l kely also involved or is one of the benefactors of those whom are being set up as child
pornographers. Since all this is happening so openly, there is likely a lot of documented evidence or even a quantity
of witnesses inside the ICE buildings, that upon opening a Congressional inquiry, I am sure you and others will find
the evidence that backs statements and defense arguments by some to many of the victims of Operation Flicker.
ICE must be held accountable for peddling child porn to minors as their way to pad their prosecution stats.
If you have any more questions, please feel free to reply to this email or message Kitty on Facebook. I may not be a
Constituent in your district but since this is regarding a committee matter which affects the whole country in a
manner of federal law enforcement, and my issue is a matter that has affected the whole country, that this email is
urgent and needs to be read ASAP as ICE continues their corruption and abuse against preteens, teens and young
adults by setting them all up then turning them into felony sex offenders which ruins their life.
I will gratefully await your response to the matter.
-Sincerely,
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